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Executive Summary

With increasingly detailed blade geometry and increasing efficiency, there is a need for a higher
level of fidelity in compressor modeling in NPSS, the Numerical Propulsion System Simulation
software from NASA and Industry. The Aerospace Systems Design Laboratory (ASDL) at Georgia
Institute of Technology and Boeing are currently working on a three-part project to improve the
fidelity of engine modeling, and especially compressor modeling.
Based purely on public domain data, a parametric NPSS model of a CFM56-7B27 was initiated,
decoupling the engine model from ASDL’s Environmental Design Space (EDS) environment. This
initial NPSS parametric model was delivered to Boeing in mid-October. Following this, general
documentation was provided as well as documentation for performing a six-part demonstration
for conducting a Fan Pressure Ratio (FPR) and Overall Pressure Ratio (OPR) sweep. Finally, a
calibration model was delivered to Boeing in late-December based on the requested set of
thermal and mechanical inputs.
In parallel with the NPSS parametric engine model, research on improving the compressor
fidelity in NPSS was conducted. Beginning with a stage stacking approach, the ASDL proposition
was to incrementally increase the fidelity from the zeroth order “black box” approach to a
quasi-one-dimensional stage stacking approach, and eventually a 1D mean-line model. In midOctober, the stage stack model was partially done, according to schedule. Boeing expressed
interest in changing the deliverable schedule to bypass the stage stacking approach and speed
up the progress on mean-line analysis. By December 2012, the stage stacking model was placed
on hold. However, the results of the literature search and the structure of the NPSS code may
be useful at a later date. In addition, several weeks of literature review on mean-line analysis
have been conducted, as well as the review of a previously created ASDL mean-line NPSS code.
While this code still requires much work, it provides an excellent starting point for the Boeing
deliverable of a mean-line analysis code in NPSS to be conducted in 2013.
The third part of this project was the development of a plan in 2012 for incorporating engine
transient analysis to be implemented in 2013. In order to begin formulating this work, the
motivation is discussed first followed by a notional model and load signal and an example of
compressor operating line response to load excursion. Finally, some theory and background is
presented for transient modeling in NPSS.
The report outlines the first portion of the fall 2012 semester, including an overview of the
NPSS model, the calibration NPSS model, the parametric NPSS model, the FPR/OPR sweep, the
stage stacking research and work, current progress on the mean-line analysis code, motivation
for a transient assessment, and background for transient modeling in NPSS. Lastly, the future
work for Boeing is outlined in the conclusion section regarding the completion of the mean-line
code, potential integration into the current NPSS model, and further modifications requested
by Boeing.
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Nomenclature
ν1
ν r1
U
α1
α2
ν2
νr2
α3
α4
ν w1
ν w2
ν a1
ν a2
β
T
r
w
ω
N
P
Q
T
p
cp
PR
TR
φ
ψ
ξ
η
θ
δ
γ
R
A
gc
J
Δh
μa,b
νa,b
rst

Absolute velocity of the air entering the stage.
Velocity of the air entering the stage relative to the rotating blade
Tangential blade speed
Angle made by the absolute velocity with respect to the axial reference
Angle made by the relative velocity vector with respect to rotating blade leading edge
Absolute velocity of the air leaving the rotor.
Velocity of the air leaving the rotor relative to the rotating blade.
Angle made by the absolute velocity with respect to the axial reference.
Angle made by the relative velocity vector with respect to the axial reference.
Component of the tangential velocity of the incoming air, or whirl velocity.
Component of the tangential velocity of the exit air, or whirl velocity.
Axial component of the incoming air to the rotor.
Axial component of the air exiting the rotor.
Stator control angle.
Torque on shaft.
Blade radius.
Mass flow rate.
Angular velocity.
Rotational speed, typically RPM.
Power.
Heat input.
Temperature.
Pressure.
Specific heat at constant pressure.
Pressure ratio.
Temperature ratio.
Flow coefficient.
Work or pressure rise coefficient.
Temperature rise coefficient.
Efficiency.
Corrected temperature, divided by reference conditions.
Corrected pressure, divided by reference conditions.
Specific heat ratio, cp/cv.
Ideal gas constant.
Area, typically effective as opposed to geometric.
Acceleration of gravity, 32.2 ft/s.
Conversion from BTU to Ft-lb.
Enthalpy change.
Rotor axial velocity ratio.
Rotor radius ratio.
Static total reaction.
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Introduction

This report includes documentation of the three primary tasks of this research project: the
NPSS engine model, the stage stack and mean-line analysis methods, and the development of a
transient model. The NPSS engine model section includes documentation on the calibration
NPSS/WATE environment and the parametric NPSS/WATE environment, encompassing helpful
user skills and a six-part NPSS demo to perform a FPR/OPR sweep. The next two sections detail
the stage stack method and the mean-line analysis, respectively. Finally, the future transient
analysis work is outlined with a research plan and some background information.

Overview of the NPSS Model

Through this research project, one of the underlying research objectives was to develop a
parametric engine modeling environment using tools NPSS and WATE, developed by NASA.
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the NPSS engine model used in the parametric environment,
which is for the CFM56-7B27 on a 150 pax aircraft. This is a high-bypass, two-spool engine,
including features for modeling the performance of the engine under different cycle conditions
and user-defined inputs. As of December 2012, both a calibration model and a parametric
model had been developed.

Figure 1: NPSS Engine Model Schematic

The Calibration NPSS/WATE Environment

In December 2012, a calibration model in the NPSS/WATE Environment was created for Boeing.
The intent of this calibration model, in addition to being parallel in connection to the
parametric model, was to allow the user to model a specific engine based on a list of given
inputs. From the desired design point, thermal and mechanical inputs were supplied from
Boeing to the ASDL, and a calibration model was developed. Table 1 shows the design point
thermal inputs that were used to specify the engine, and Table 2 shows the design point
mechanical inputs. Through defining each of these variables, Boeing can calibrate the NPSS
8
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model to match the engine performance for a particular product from one of its engine
manufacturers based on known data.
Table 1: Design Point Thermal Inputs for the Calibration Model
INLET

FAN

MACH

ALT

DTAMB

Tip Recovery

Hub Recovery

Total Airflow

Ambient.MN

Ambient.alt

Ambient.dTs

Inlet.eRam

Inlet.eRam

Ambient.W

PR

efficiency

BPR

total parasitic
flow

Splitter Areas

DEL P/P

Fan.S_map.PR Fan.S_map.effD
des
es

LPC

PR

efficiency

Splitter.BPR

Fan.LkgBld.fracBld Splitter.Fl_01.AphyDes,
W
Splitter.Fl_02.AphyDes

interstage
total parasitic location of interstage
parasitic flow ratio
flow (WBLD/W) parasitic offtake
(% of total)

LPC.S_map. LPC.S_map.effD
LPC.LkgBld.fracBldW
PRdes
es

HPC

PR

efficiency

interstage
total parasitic location of interstage
parasitic flow ratio
flow (WBLD/W) parasitic offtake
(% of total)

HPC.S_map.P HPC.S_map.effD HPC.Cool2.fracBldW +
Rdes
es
HPC.LkgBld.fracBldW

LPT

NOZ

Duct4.dPqPbase,
Fan.FanBld.fracB
Duct4.Fl_O.AphyDes,
ldW
Duct4.Fl_I.AphyDes

DEL P/P

DEL P/P

Bld3.Cool1.fracW
+
Bld3.Cool2.fracW

HPC.Cool2.fracBldP and
HPC.LkgBld.fracBldP

Duct10.dPqPbase

Design T41

Non-chargeable
cooling flow

LHV

DEL P/P

Burner.effBase

Des_T41

HPC.Cool1.fracBld
W

FUEL36.LHV

Burner.dPqPBase,
Burner.Fl_O.AphyDes,
Burner.Fl_I.AphyDes

Parasitic
HPX

efficiency

Shaft Efficiency

Cooling Flow

location of cooling
flow

DEL P/P

HP_Shaft.HPX

HPT.S_map.effD
es

HP_Shaft.fracLoss

Parasitic
HPX

efficiency

Shaft Efficiency

LP_Shaft.HPX

LPT.S_map.effD
es

LP_Shaft.fracLoss

CDP

CVP

DEL P/P

Bld3.Cool1.fracW HPT.ChargeableBld.Pfract

Cooling Flow

location of cooling
flow

nothing for now

DEL P/P

Duct11.dPqPbase,
HPC.Cool2.fracBld
LPT.ChargeableBld.Pfract Duct11.Fl_O.AphyDes
W
, Duct11.Fl_I.AphyDes

CDF

Duct13.dPqPbase,
Core_Nozz.Cd
Core_Nozz.Cv Duct13.Fl_O.AphyDes Byp_Nozz.CdTh
Th
, Duct13.Fl_I.AphyDes

9

ECS Bleed

location of
ECS bleed port

LPC.LPCBld.fracB
Duct6.dPqPbase,
ldW,
LPC.LPCBld.fracB
Duct6.Fl_O.AphyDes,
Bld2.CustBld.frac
ldP
Duct6.Fl_I.AphyDes
W

efficiency

BUR

HPT

LPC.LkgBld.fracBldP

ECS Bleed

CVF

DEL P/P

Byp_Nozz.Cv

Duct15.DPqPbase,
Duct15.Fl_O.AphyDes
, Duct15.Fl_I.AphyDes

ECS Bleed

location of
ECS bleed port

HPC.HPCBld.frac
BldW,
HPC.HPCBld.frac
Bld3.CustBld.frac
BldP
W
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Table 2: Design Point Mechanical Inputs for the Calibration Model
FAN

Inlet and exit area or Mach

Fan.Fl_O.AphyDes, Fan.Fl_I.AphyDes

LPC

Inlet and exit area or Mach

Aspect Ratio

Solidity/Blade Count

Hub/Tip Ratio

Max PR

WATEa.WATE_Fan.stg1Blade
WATEa.WATE_Fan.bladeSolidity,
AR,
WATEa.WATE_Fan.hub
WATEa.WATE_Fan.statorSolidity,
WATEa.WATE_Fan.stg1Stator
TipRatioIn
WATEa_WATE_Fan.numBlades_in
AR

Aspect Ratio per stage

Solidity/Blade Count per
stage

Hub/Tip Ratio per
stage

Max PR per stage

WATEa.WATE_LPC.stg1Blade
AR,
WATEa.WATE_LPC.stg1Stator
WATEa.WATE_LPC.bladeSolidity,
AR,
WATEa.WATE_LPC.hub WATEa.WATE_LPC.stg1
LPC.Fl_O.AphyDes, LPC.Fl_I.AphyDes
WATEa.WATE_LPC.statorSolidity,
WATEa.WATE_LPC.lastStgBla
TipRatioIn
MaxPR
WATEa.WATE_LPC.igvSolidity
deAR,
WATEa.WATE_LPC.lastStgSta
torAR

HPC

Inlet and exit area or Mach

Aspect Ratio per stage

Solidity/Blade Count per
stage

Hub/Tip Ratio per
stage

Max PR per stage

WATEa.WATE_HPC.stg1Blade
AR,
WATEa.WATE_HPC.stg1Stato
WATEa.WATE_HPC.bladeSolidity,
rAR,
WATEa.WATE_HPC.hu WATEa.WATE_HPC.stg
HPC.Fl_O.AphyDesHPC.Fl_I.AphyDes
WATEa.WATE_HPC.statorSolidity,
WATEa.WATE_HPC.lastStgBla
bTipRatioIn
1MaxPR
WATEa.WATE_HPC.igvSolidity
deAR,
WATEa.WATE_HPC.lastStgSta
torAR

BUR

Length and Diameter
Burner.Fl_O.AphyDes,
Burner.Fl_I.AphyDes
WATE_Burner.Vflow and
WATE_Burner.residenceTime

HPT

Inlet and exit area or Mach

HPT.Fl_O.AphyDesHPT.Fl_I.AphyDes

LPT

Inlet and exit area or Mach

LPT.Fl_O.AhpyDes, LPT.Fl_I.AhpyDes

STRUCTU
RE

Aspect Ratio per stage

Solidity/Blade Count per
stage

Turbine Loading

Max Radius

WATEa.WATE_HPT.stg1Blade
AR,
WATEa.WATE_HPT.bladeSolidity, WATEa.WATE_HPT.loa WATEa.WATE_HPT.out
WATEa.WATE_HPT.lastStgBla WATEa.WATE_HPT.statorSolidity
dingParam
erRadiusLimit
deAR

Aspect Ratio per stage

Solidity/Blade Count per
stage

Turbine Loading

Max Radius

WATEa.WATE_LPT.stg1Blade
AR,
WATEa.WATE_LPT.bladeSolidity, WATEa.WATE_LPT.load WATEa.WATE_LPT.out
WATEa.WATE_LPT.lastStgBla WATEa.WATE_LPT.statorSolidity
ingParam
erRadiusLimit
deAR

Frame/Bearing locations
WATEa.WATE_Fan.RSlenRatioBypass,
WATE_Duct6.S_Frame.gapFrameLeng
thRatio,
WATE_LPT.S_RearFrame.gapFrameLe
ngthRatio,
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The Parametric NPSS/WATE Environment

The purpose of this section is to provide documentation, instruction, and demonstration for the
parametric NPSS/WATE environment delivered to Boeing on October 15th, 2012. This steadystate model provides basic capability on running NPSS in design and off design mode. The
documentation is divided into three primary sections: Getting Started, Environment User Skills,
and NPSS Demos. The first subsection, Getting Started, gives a general overview of the file
structure and how to navigate through the model structure. The second subsection,
Environment User Skills, includes five different skills that are useful in learning how to perform
different functionalities. Finally, the last subsection contains a demo (in six parts) for
performing a FPR/OPR Sweep.

Getting Started

This subsection gives a walk-through of the file structure in the NPSS model as well as how to
run the model in design and off design modes and consequently the typical outputs that are
generated.
Main Directories
The files that comprise the NPSS parametric model are contained in six different folders: inp,
run, src, view, wrapper, and out. The first folder, inp, is the input folder which contains the user
defined doe.table and variable template files for NPSS and WATE++, as shown in Figure 2. The
second folder, run, contains the files for running the model in design and off design modes.
These files are shown in Figure 3. The third folder, src, contains the cases, functions, maps,
other files that allow the model to run, as well as the actual model file. Figure 4 shows a list of
these files. The next folder as shown in Figure 5 is the view folder, which contains various files
including those for formatting the output files. After that is the wrapper folder, shown in Figure
6, which is for EDS. Finally, the out folder contains the output files after running the parametric
model; the subfolders for the out folder are displayed in Figure 7.

Figure 2: Inp Folder
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Figure 3: Run Folder

Figure 4: Src Folder
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Figure 5: View Folder

Figure 6: Wrapper Folder

Figure 7: Out Folder
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Running the Program
In order to run the program, the main run file used is “rundoe.npss”. Within this file, there are
three main sections including Environment Setup, Environment Execution, and Environment
End. The first section, Environment Setup, #includes all of the NPSS environment files used to
execute the environment such as “rundoeGlobalHeader.h”, “basic_functions.npss”, and so on.
It also defines the cases to be run and opens the doe.table which can be used to define input
variables. Furthermore, the Environment Setup removes output files from previous runs,
creates output directories, opens summary files, and reads variable names from the DoE. The
second section, Environment Execution, consists of while loops designed to continue running
until all of the specified cases have run through the specified ending case number. During this
process, it creates a separate varslist for NPSS and WATE with updated values from the DoE. It
also executes NPSS in design mode (“npss_design.run”) and off design mode
(“npss_offdesign.run”), as well as executing WATE (“WATE++.run”). Finally, this section of the
program moves output files to the output folder, renames the output files to include case
numbers, and parses specified values from output files then appends them to summary files.
The next sub-section gives more detail about running NPSS design and off design modes. The
third section, Environment End, cleans up the environment after all of the cases have been run
and the program has left the while loops. To do this, it closes the “doe.table” file, moves
summary files to the output folder, deletes any unnecessary files, and then ends the program.
NPSS Design, NPSS Off Design, and WATE++
In order to run NPSS design, NPSS off design, and WATE++, there is a file structure for each.
Figure 8 shows the file structure for NPSS design. From the user’s perspective, the most
important files are the “doe.table”, “vars.template”, and “variable_definitions.h” files since
these allow the user to input or change the variables that are used in the model. Defaulted
values are stored in the “vars.template” if they are already defined in “variable_definitions.h”.
Figure 9 shows the file structure for NPSS off design. Off design uses the on design results from
“save.int”, and then performs whatever off design cases were specified. Finally, Figure 10
shows the file structure for WATE++, which also uses “save.int” and runs WATE++. This process
is very similar to design mode, and WATE++ variables can also be specified in the “doe.table”,
“vars.template”, and “variable_definitions.h” files.

14
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Figure 8: NPSS Design File Structure

Figure 9: NPSS Off Design File Structure
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Figure 10: WATE++ File Structure

NPSS Environment Outputs
The output files from NPSS are organized into 11 folders: decks, einox, faildir, maps, plots,
powerhooks, savelogs, savesummary, varslist, viewout, and wateout. The decks folder
containes engine performance table files. The einox folder includes LTO NOx emissions files,
while the faildir folder is the directory where files are moved when the environment is ended
prematurely. The maps folder is currently empty but can be used to store generated maps, and
the plots folder contains WATE++ engine 2D cross section files. Powerhooks is folder containing
two file types including “.row” files with tabulated data for plotting oplines and “.viewout” files
with NPSS performance summaries. Next, the savelogs folder contains log files for execution of
the NPSS environment, and the savesummary folder contains tabulated summary output files.
Then, the varslist folder contains the updated NPSS varslist and WATE varslist as well as the
NPSS cycle design save.int file. Finally, viewout contains the NPSS performance summary for
design (“design.out”) and off design (“viewout.out”), and wateout contains the WATE++
summary file.

Environment User Skills

The next five sub-sections each discuss a particular user skill for the parametric environment.
These user skills include executing the NPSS environment, creating new DoE variables,
specifying cases to run, specifying off-design runs, and parsing or adding new variables to the
summary file.

16
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Executing the NPSS Environment
Before executing the NPSS environment, the “run.bat” file has to have the correct location for
the NPSS directory. The file needs to be edited so that set npss_TOP points to the local
computer’s NPSS location. This can be seen in Figure 11.

Figure 11: “run.bat” file

Once the “run.bat” file is corrected, the NPSS environment can be run through the command
prompt. First, open the command prompt and set the directory to the same directory location
as the “run.bat” file. (Note: this is not necessarily the directory for NPSS.) Ensure that the
“rundoe.npss” file has the desired starting and ending case numbers, then in the command
prompt line type ‘run rundoe.npsss’ to execute the environment.
Creating New DoE Variables
The DoE table is very useful for inputting NPSS or WATE variables for running different cases.
To add a variable to the DoE, first make sure that it is defined in “variable_definitions.h” in the
wrapper folder and then use the exact header name in the DoE. Within the DoE table, values
for each case are specified by row, with the case number in the first column and the remaining
variables listed in columns in any order. It is important to note that the variables for NPSS and
WATE can be mixed in the DoE table. Table 3 shows an example of what the DoE table might
look like.
Table 3: Example DoE Table

Case

FPR

MCL_T41Margin

HPC_HtoT

1

1.5

-150

0.71

2

1.55

-150

0.69

3

1.6

-200

0.65

To define a new variable in “variable_definitions.h”, add a new variable definition and specify if
it is a NPSS or WATE variable. A generic variable definition format is shown below:

17
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EDSvariable Generic {
description = "";
switchCode = "NPSS"; // Options: NPSS, WATE
search_string.append(""); // One line for each separate string in a file
switchQuotes = "ON"; // Options On, Off – used for solver dependents
}

Specifying Cases to Run
To specify which cases to run, change the cases in the “rundoe.npss” file. Edit the
startingcasenum and endingcasenum variables. Cases can only be run sequentially from
starting case number to end case, without skipping any case numbers.
Specifying Off Design Runs
Off design runs are only performed if the user specifies it and turns them “on”. NPSS off design
runs are organized into sets that can be called within the “rundoe.npss” file as desired. This is
done by adding or removing specific NPSS control parameters (or commenting them out).
Currently, there are three off design sets defined in the “npss_offdesign.run” file. These are
FLIGHTENV which creates a table of engine performance, POWERHOOK which creates
powerhook sweeps at predefined operating conditions, and EINOX which evaluates the engine
for LTO NOx calculations. In addition to sets, there are two operating conditions that are set up
to run every time “npss_offdesign.run” is executed; these include top of climb and takeoff.
Parsing and Adding New Variables to the Summary File
It is often very useful to create a summary file to include only the output data that is of
particular interest.
Within the program, the summary files are defined in
“logs_and_summaries.npss”, and each is created as its own function. There are two parts to
this function: declaring the outputs (as in Figure 12) and setting the declaring outputs to a
parsed value from an output file (as in Figure 13). Summary files are called in
“log_functions.npss”, as shown in Figure 14.
The parsing command that is used is
parse(“string”, read, occurrence, offset, filename) where string is the text to identify the
starting line, read is the number of text columns, occurrence is the number of times the string is
found, and offset is the number of lines from the starting line (0 = same line, + = lines below,
and - = lines above).

Figure 12: Declaring Outputs
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Figure 13: Setting Declared Outputs to a Parsed Value from an Output File

Figure 14: Example “log_functions.npss” for ‘desEngine’

NPSS Demos – Performing a FPR/OPR Sweep

In order to better demonstrate some of the key features of the parametric model, an NPSS
demo was created for performing a Fan Pressure Ratio (FPR) and Overall Pressure Ratio (OPR)
sweep. The objective of the FPR/OPR sweep was to run a DoE on a gas turbine for a set of userdefined FPR and OPR values to create a surface plot of Thrust Specific Fuel Consumption (TSFC)
at a cruise condition. First, the Low Pressure Compressor Pressure Ratio (LPCPR) and the OPR
were set as an independent and dependent pair and added to the solver. Then an off design
cruise point was created at M = 0.787, Alt = 35,000 ft, dTs = 0, and Fn = 5,000 lb. For the off
design cruise point, off design functions were created to evaluate engine performance. In order
to see how constraints would affect the calculations and outputs, two constraints were added
for OPR such that LPCPR≥ 1.05 and T 3 ≤ 2,500 °R. Next, a row viewer was created to output
FPR, OPR, and TSFC at the cruise condition. After parsing the row viewers from each case in the
DoE into one summary file, a 3D surface plot was created for FPR, OPR, and TSFC as shown in
Figure 15. The following sub-sections detail how each of these six major steps were performed:
Adding Independents and Dependents, Adding Constraints, Creating a CaseRowViewer,
Creating Off Design Functions, Creating Summary Files, and Changing the DoE Table. Although
this FPR/OPR sweep is one specific example of what can be performed in NPSS, these
techniques can be used for achieving a variety of other objectives, making these helpful user
skills.
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Figure 15: 3D Plot of FPR, OPR, and TSFC

Adding Independents and Dependents
Before performing this demonstration, OPR was not a variable that could be set in the DoE
table. Therefore a new dependent had to be added to the solver along with a corresponding
independent. This section of the FPR/OPR sweep explains how LPCPR and OPR were added as
an independent and dependent pair to the solver. Within this process there were four main
steps: creating solver functions in “src\solver_vars.fnc”, adding the independents and
dependents to the solver in “run\npss_design.run”, defining new EDS variables in
“wrapper\variable_definitions.h”, and adding OPR to the vars template in
“inp\VARStemplate.list”.
First, LPCPR was added as an independent, since this is what the solver controls to achieve a
desired OPR. Correspondingly, OPR was added as a dependent, since this is what the solver
calculates then matches to the value in the DoE within a solver tolerance.
In
“src\solver_vars.fnc”, the definitions for how the solver calculates LPCPR and OPR were added.
LPCPR was incremented using dxlimit, whereas PNT1_OPR was defined by initializing the right
hand side (rhs) and calculating the left hand side (lhs). (Usually, the rhs of solver equations is a
constant and the DoE table changes the rhs to the desired value.) Equation 1 shows how OPR
was calculated and Figure 16 gives the NPSS code for the independent and dependent
definitions.
OPR =

(HPC Pressure Out)
(Fan Pressure In)
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Figure 16: Solver Definitions for LPCPR and OPR

Next, both LPCPR and OPR were added to the solver in “run\npss_design.run”. It is important
to note that the solver always needs an equal number of independents and dependents. The
code for this is shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17: Adding LPCPR and OPR to the Solver

After that, it was necessary to check if both LPCPR and OPR were defined as EDS variables in the
file “wrapper\variable_definitions.h”. Since LPCPR was already defined, only OPR needed to be
added. The code for these definitions is shown in Figure 18. This allows for ‘LPCPR’ or ‘OPR’ to
be used in the DoE and for those values to update the values for ‘LPC.S_map.PRdes’ and
‘PNT1_OPR.eq_rhs’, respectively. (For solver variables, ensure that switchQuotes is turned on
to be a string.)

Figure 18: EDS Variable Definitions for LPCPR and OPR

The final step in setting up the independent and dependent pair was to initialize the default
value for OPR in the vars template in the file “inp\VARStemplate.list”. To do this, one line of
code was added, saying ‘PNT1_OPR.eq_rhs = “40”;’. Note that .eq_rhs needs to be added to
the variable name, and quotations have to be used for the value “40”. If OPR is specified in the
DoE, it will re-write this value; this value is only useful in verifying that the code works and if a
value for OPR is not specified.
To check that everything is running as expected, the DoE table was changed to include one case
for OPR = 35. The output file “out\viewout\design1.out” showed the correct value for OPR, as
highlighted in Figure 19.
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Figure 19: Sample Output File with OPR = 35

Adding Constraints
After adding the independent and dependent pair, two constraints were added on OPR and
LPCPR in “src\solver_vars.fnc” to restrict how OPR was calculated in the solver. The constraints
were called ‘con_LPCPR’ and ‘con_HPC_T3’ where LPCPR≥ 1.05 and T 3 ≤ 2,500 °R. Figure 20
shows the new constraints, along with some other active and inactive constraints. (Any defined
constraints can be commented out at any time if desired). When adding constraints, clearly
identify that they are constraints by using the following naming convention:
‘con_VariableName’.

Figure 20: Constraints

The constraints were added as dependents. These were then attached to the dependent for
OPR, since the solver requires an equal number of independents and dependents. This was
done in the file “run\npss_design.run” as shown in Figure 21. ‘MAX’ and ‘MIN’ were used to
specify if the constraint value assigned in “solver_vars.fnc” was a maximum or minimum
allowable value. It is also important to add the constraints before the dependent is added to
the solver; otherwise they will not be included in the solver’s calculations.

Figure 21: Adding Constraints to a Dependent
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Again, it was important to check that the model was still running without error when using the
DoE to specify OPR for one case. Under the constraints, the solver yielded the best results
while staying within the limits. The last converged output was the value that was given in the
output file, and it was possible for the output for OPR to not match the DoE if doing so violated
a constraint. Figure 22 shows the result for a case with FPR = 1.7, LPCPR constraint to be
greater than or equal to 1.5, and OPR set for 20. The output reveals that OPR was 23.4 and did
not reach the value in the DoE. Similarly, Figure 23 shows the result for with FPR = 1.2, T3
constrained to be less than or equal to 1,300 °R, and OPR set for 40. The output reveals that
OPR was 31.3 and did not reach the value in the DoE. By looking at the output files, it was
apparent whether or not the engine model was being restricted by the constraints.

Figure 22: Low OPR, High FPR, High Minimum LPCPR
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Figure 23: High OPR, Low FPR, Low T3 Constraint

Creating a CaseRowViewer
After adding the constraints, the next step was to create a row viewer using CaseRowViewer to
output the parameters of interest into a separate output file. This process involved four main
steps, each associated with a different file:
“npss.Cruise.row”, “Cruise.case”,
npss_offdesign.run”, “rundoe.npss”.
A new file called “view\npss.Cruise.view”, as shown in Figure 24, was created to specify the row
viewer output generated for each case of the DoE. In the variableList, all of the variables were
included that were desired to be displayed in the output file. The settings for ‘showMarks’,
‘showHeaders’, ‘pageWidth’, and ‘pageHeight’ allowed for formatting, but default settings were
used. Also, a new stream was created called ‘cruiseStream’.

Figure 24: Cruise.view File
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After this, the case file “src\Cruise.case” was created for the new cruise point in off design. The
conditions for cruise were set for M = 0.787, Alt = 35,000 ft, dTs = 0, and Fn = 5,000 lb. The file
“npss.Cruise.view” was #included so that whenever this case was run, the row viewer would be
created. To allow the solver to converge properly, the Mach number and altitude at max power
were incremented. After running the off design function RunThrust(5000) (which is discussed
in the next sub-section), ‘Cruise.update()’ was used to write the output data to the row viewer.
The code for “src\Cruise.case” is shown in Figure 25.

Figure 25: Cruise Case File “src\Cruise.case”

Once the case was created, it needed to be defined in the off design NPSS controls in
“run\npss_offdesign.run”. Figure 26 shows how the case CRUISE is defined. The setting ‘ifdef’
allows for multiple cases to be defined in “run\npss_offdesign.run” but for the user to establish
which ones will be turned “on”.
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Figure 26: Defining the CRUISE Case Set

Lastly, in the “run\rundoe.npss” file, -DCRUISE was added to run the off design case specified in
“Cruise.case”. This is shown in Figure 27 below.

Figure 27: NPSS Controls for -DCRUISE

Creating Off Design Functions
As mentioned previously, an off design function was used in the “Cruise.case” file. This
function, called ‘RunPartPower()’, was defined in “src\cycle.fnc” to accept a thrust input instead
of using a power code (PC) for the cruise point in “Cruise.case”. To do this, ‘RunPartPower()’
was used as a template to define ‘RunThrust(real PointThrust)’, where target thrust was
defined as the minimum of MaxThrust or a user input thrust. Figure 28 shows ‘RunThrust’.
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Figure 28: RunThrust Off Design Function

In “src\Cruise.case”, RunThrust(5000) sets Fn = 5,000 lb then runs the solver. To debug and
verify, cout statements were used to output the thrust in the command prompt as NPSS ran in
DEGUB mode. A sample command prompt output is shown in Figure 29.

Figure 29: Verifying RunThrust Off Design Function

Creating Summary Files
To perform the FPR/OPR sweep and have a separate output with only the information
containing FPR, OPR, and TSFC for each case of the DoE, a new summary file was created. To
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do this, there were four main steps in “Cruise.row,”
“logs_and_summaries.npss,” and “log_functions.npss.”

“setup_functions.npss,”

After establishing the row viewer, whenever the CRUISE ran an output file called
“view\Cruise.row” was created in the top level directory showing the solver’s converged values
for that particular case in the DoE. Since FPR, OPR, and TSFC were included previously in the
the variable list in “view\npss.Cruise.view,” these values appeared in the “Cruise.row” file.
(Additional variables can be added by editing the “view\npss.Cruise.view” file. A sample output
file for CRUISE is shown in Figure 30.

Figure 30: CRUISE Row Viewer

In order to organize where the Cruise output files should go, “wrapper\step_functions.npss”
was edited to add a move command to the EDS function called “move_npss_offdesign files”, as
shown in Figure 31. This moved “Cruise.row” to the “out\powerhooks” folder and added a case
number to the file name.

Figure 31: Moving “Cruise.row” with the “move_npss_offdesign_files” Function

Because each case of the DoE creates an individual row viewer, it was necessary to create a
summary file to parse the results of each of the cases together.
In the
“wrapper\logs_and_summaries” file, a Cruise summary file function was created, as
demonstrated in Figure 32, similar to the ‘desEngine’ function.
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Figure 32: Cruise Function for Parsing Results

The last step in creating the summary file was to add “Cruise” to the
“wrapper\log_functions.npss” file as shown in Figure 33. This name had to match the name
given in “wrapper\logs_and_summaries.npss”. As a result, a new summary file was created
called Cruise1-n where n is the number of cases that were run.

Figure 33: Adding “Cruise” to “log_functions.npss”

Changing the DoE Table
Once everything was adjusted in NPSS to run the FPR/OPR sweep, the final step was to input
different cases in the DoE table. First, the “inp\doe.table” file was opened in MS Excel for
editing. While keeping the left column the case number, additional columns were added for
FPR and OPR, since these are the parameters that were being varied. (The DoE table has the
capability of including columns for any NPSS or WATE parameters as long as they are already
defined and the variable names match the definitions in “variable_definitions.h”.) For this
exercise, Table 4 represents the values entered into Excel for the DoE table.
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Table 4: DoE Table for OPR and FPR

After changing the “rundoe.npss” file to match the number of cases (12) specified in the DoE
and running the model, the “Cruise1-12.out” summary file was created. The tabulated results
are depicted in Table 5, including the actual results for OPR, FPR, and TSFC, as well as the design
OPR under the constraints.
Table 5: Summary File for the FPR/OPR Sweep

Through completing the six steps of this demonstration, several key NPSS skills can be learned
which have a variety of applications when working with the parametric model.
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The Stage Stack Method

The lowest level of fidelity in modeling a compressor on a modern engine is to treat it as a
“black box”, or a zero dimensional set of inputs and outputs. The current NPSS module for the
compressor element is, for the most part, a black box. A compressor map socket is used with
the compressor element, and the map is given inlet conditions to calculate pressure,
temperature, efficiency, and a variety of other parameters for the output. This map may be
replaced or scaled, but it does not vary dynamically, and more detailed blade or stage data
cannot easily be input. The first level of fidelity above this black box approach is the stage stack
method.
The method of stage stacking for axial compressors originates from individual stage
characteristics, or simple plots of flow coefficient vs. work coefficient. These have most often
been deduced from interstage test data on relatively similar compressors to those in question
for the analysis. Instead of treating the compressor as one NPSS element, each stage can be
added as an element, each with an individual stage characteristic. These stage characteristics
may be concatenated into an overall map, but the general idea is to break up the compressor
into higher fidelity parts. Even if each stage characteristic is also an empirical model, it is
believed to have higher accuracy than simply using an overall map, with no regard to what is
occurring between inlet and outlet.
Stage stacking has the advantage of being relatively simple, and not requiring an iterative
method or a complex NPSS solver to converge. The basic stage characteristic shape is taken
from an array of historical data developed by Muir (1989), and as presented by Spina, a shape
factor can be introduced to calibrate each stage to its correct performance. This will be
discussed in further detail in the following section. (Spina, 2002)

Stage Stack Theory and Procedure

The journal articles initially reviewed were a basic compressor theory article by Boyce, and two
appendices from Gas Turbine Propulsion Systems, which most of the following notation will be
taken from. (Boyce, 2004) (MacIsaac, Estimation of Compressor Maps, 2011) The basic ondesign application of the stage stack method assumes that first the geometric area of each
stage is not equal to the effective area, taking boundary layers and losses into account. Second,
it is assumed that the geometric area is unknown. The on-design stage stack method calculates
effective areas for each compressor stage.
The development of the stage stack method begins with the velocity triangles for a compressor
blade, as seen in Figure 34. (MacIsaac, Estimation of Compressor Maps, 2011)
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Figure 34: Velocity Triangles and Notation for an Axial Compressor Stage

With Figure 34, an equation for shaft torque on a rotor can be developed, as seen in Equation 2.
Τ=�

m2 r2 vw2
t

�−�

m1 r1 vw1
t

�

[2]

The torque is equal to the change in angular momentum of the air.
T = wr(vw2 − vw1 )

[3]

P = Tω = wU(vw2 − vw1 )

[4]

P = Q̇ = cP w(T2 − T1 )

[5]

wU(vw2 − vw1 ) = cP w(T2 − T1 )

[6]

Assuming no change in mass, constant radius for a stage, where m/t=w, mass flow rate. From
Equation 3, the power can be related to the rotor velocity, mass flow rate, and air velocities.

From thermodynamics, the heat input is a function of mass flow rate, specific heat, and
temperature rise.

where U=ωr. Setting Equations 4 and 5 equal to each other, Equation 6 is seen below.
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But from the velocity diagrams, vw1 = va1 tanα1 and vw2 = U − va2 tanα4 . Substituting in the
individual velocities, assuming inlet and outlet equal velocity magnitude, the combined
Equations 4 and 5 become Equation 7 below.
wU(U − va [tanα4 − tanα1 ]) = cP w(T2 − T1 )

[7]

Simplified, this becomes Equation 8.
cP ΔT
U2

=1−

va
U

(tanα4 − tanα1 )

[8]

v

The left hand side is commonly known as the work coefficient, ξ, and the ratio Ua is called the
flow coefficient, and given the symbol ϕ. Therefore, Equation 9 can be written as the following.
ξ = 1 − ϕ(tanα4 − tanα1 )

[9]

Equation 9 is the equation that each stage characteristic is formed from, adding losses on either
side of the ideal maximum. While the mean-line analysis model calculates all velocity triangle
angles and adds in a loss model, the stage stack method combines the velocity triangles and
loss model into one empirical curve for each stage.
The mass flow rate, w, can be written as density times area times the axial velocity, va . If the
density is replaced by P/RT, and the whole equation is divided by the rotor speed, U, the
relationship becomes the following:
ϕ=

va
U

=

wRT

[10]

APU

It can be seen that U=2πrN, where N is the number of rotations per second of the rotor.
Substituting in this value, Equation 10 can be rewritten as Equation 11.
ϕ=

va
U

R w√T √T
P
U

=A

P

R w√θ √θ

= �Tref � A
ref

δ

U

[11]

The equations above have been for ideal processes so far, but now efficiency can be introduced
because of losses. The work coefficient is related to the temperature rise coefficient, ξ, by
Equation 12, and the isentropic work coefficient, ψ, is now written as Equation 13. θ and δ are
dimensionless temperature and pressure, respectively.
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ψ = ηξ

[12]

ψ = ηξ =

cP ΔT′

=

U2

cP T1
U2

[(

P2
P1

γ−1
γ

)

− 1]

[13]

However, this can be written in terms of non-dimensional temperature as Equation 14.
ψ=

cP Tref
U 2
( )
√θ

[(PR)

γ−1
γ

− 1]

[14]

Now, Equation 12 can be rearranged for ξ, the temperature rise coefficient, and be written in
terms of non-dimensional temperature and temperature ratio as Equation 15.
ξ=

ψ
η

=

cP ΔT
U2

=

cp T1 (TR−1)

=

U2

cp Tref (TR−1)

[15]

U 2
( )
√θ

Now, knowing the inlet conditions given, the flow coefficient, φ, the work or pressure
coefficient, ψ, efficiency, η, and temperature rise coefficient, ξ, can be calculated. From these
parameters, the pressure ratio and temperature ratio can be calculated across the stage. This is
shown in Equations 16 and 17.
γ
U 2 γ−1
( )
√θ

PR1 = [(1 + ψ1 ) c
TR1 = [1 +

U 2
)
√θ

ζ1 (

cp Tref

p Tref

[16]

]

[17]

]

As a first estimate, if a constant mean radius is assumed, and a constant axial velocity, the flow
coefficient is constant. This implies that as the area decreases, the pressure and temperature
adjust to compensate. Therefore, knowing the pressure and temperature increase for each
stage, the new area can be calculated.
C

T

R

ϕ2 = U x = constant = Pref 2πr
m

ref

m A2

(

w√θ

√θ

δ 2 N2

)

T

R

= Pref 2πr

m A2

ref

(

w√θ

√θ

)

TR1

δ 1 N 1 PR1

[18]

And therefore, since the iteration is the same for every stage (the flow coefficient stays the
same), the corrected flow and corrected speed for stage n are equal to the original values times
the temperature ratio divided by pressure ratio, all to the nth power.
T

R

ϕn = constant = Pref 2πr
ref

m An

(

w√θ
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√θ

δ 1 N1

TR1 n

)(

PR1

)

[19]
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Which can be written to solve for the nth area term, An
T

R

An = Pref 2πr
ref

m ϕn

w√θ

(

√θ

δ 1 N1

TR1 n

)(

PR1

)

[20]

Now, the equation exists to solve the on-design operating point areas as a function of inlet
mean radius, inlet flow coefficient, first stage temperature and pressure ratio, corrected flow
and corrected speed. The pressure and temperature ratios are a function of ψ, η, and ξ, so the
stage characteristics need to be consulted for these parameters as a function of flow
coefficient.
The relationship between flow coefficient and work coefficient can be obtained from a stage
characteristic, as well as an efficiency characteristic. Typically, these stage characteristics are
generalized, where each parameter is divided by a reference value. Two such examples are
shown in Figure 35 below, taken from historical data from Muir (1989) and Howell and Bonham
(1950), both are generalized. (Spina, 2002)

Figure 35: Historically Based Stage Characteristics for Flow Coefficient vs. Work Coefficient (left) and Work to
Flow Coefficient Ratio vs. Efficiency

Current NPSS Stage Stack Model

The current NPSS stage stack model is only partially finished, due to a change of direction that
was discussed and agreed upon in October and November of 2012. The majority of the ondesign code is written, but is not working to the accuracy desired. The transition to mean-line
analysis left the stage stack code unfinished, but this code may be revisited in the future for
ASDL comparison.
The CFM56-7 was used as the design point for the initial calibration attempt for the stage stack
NPSS code. This engine was chosen because of the existing ASDL model in NPSS that could be
referenced, as well as the availability of a large cross sectional drawing to compare area
calculations to. Knowing the diameter of the fan to be 61 inches (GE Aviation, 2012), the
diameter of each stage could be approximately measured from the cross sectional drawing.
These areas are shown in Table 6.
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Table 6: Approximate Measured Areas of the CFM56-7 Engine – Stage Stack Calibration
Stage #
2

Area (in )

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

225.2

157.9

111.8

86.1

67

53.3

48.2

43.7

43.7

Table 6 provides the area measurements to compare the results of the on-design stage stacking
code. The general structure of the NPSS code uses one element for each compressor stage,
assembling as many elements as needed into the overall model. The overall structure of the
stage stack code is shown in Figure 36 below.

Figure 36: Flow Chart for Stage Stack NPSS Code

As seen on the left of Figure 36, for on-design mode the inlet conditions are fed into the code
and the design flow coefficient is calculated. From historical data, custom user input, or a
general equation, stage characteristics are generated. These may be the same for every stage,
or incorporate a different characteristic for each compressor stage. The current level of detail
of the model did not allow this to be tested. From each stage characteristic, the inlet flow
coefficient is related to the work coefficient and efficiency, and ultimately the pressure and
temperature rise.
Ultimately, stepping through all the compressor stages at the design point flow coefficient and
work coefficient, the effective areas for each stage can be calculated. Knowing the areas, the
model can be switched to off design mode.
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For off design mode, an array of different corrected speeds and corrected flows are run through
the model, consulting the stage characteristics at every stage to relate flow coefficient to work
coefficient and efficiency. The result of these multiple runs of the compressor model
concatenates to form a full compressor map, with corrected speed lines and efficiency
contours. Given the time frame for the stage stack model and the rapid transition to mean-line
analysis, most of the on-design code was finished but not verified, and the off design code was
not started.

Mean-line Analysis

The next level of fidelity above stage stacking is mean-line analysis. The term “mean-line” refers
to the method of calculating velocity triangles at the mean blade radius at every stage. The
velocity triangles seen in Figure 34 are individually solved with an NPSS solver, given some
initial guess. This is the numerical solution to Euler’s Turbomachinery equation, seen in
Equation 9. In addition, since the operating conditions are not ideal, a loss model is added to
account for viscous and turbulent flow, shock development, and losses due to the finite length
of the blades.
In Spring 2008, ASDL Master’s Student Michael Ward completed his Special Problems in
Aerospace Engineering topic in fulfillment of the class AE8900. The result of his work was a
mean-line compressor model in NPSS. His code incorporates two of the most notable loss
models for mean-line analysis, which are Koch and Smith and Wright and Miller. Koch and
Smith is only useful for on-design analysis, while Wright and Miller does off design as well.

Mean-line Literature Review

The start of a mean-line analysis of a compressor begins in a similar manner to the stage
stacking method, by analyzing the velocity triangles for each compressor stage. There are five
parameters that are calculated for each velocity triangle, provided in Equations 21 through 26
below. These are the flow coefficient, work coefficient, rotor axial velocity ratio, rotor radius
ratio, and static total reaction, respectively.
φ = va2 /U2

[21]

µ1,2 = va1 /va2

[23]

ψ = g c JΔh/U22
r

U

[22]

ν1,2 = rm,1 = U1
m,2

[24]

2

rstatic total = Δhs,rotor /Δhtotal
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At each stage, these parameters are calculated and used to compute the angles in the velocity
triangles. The complete equations are beyond the depth of this report, but are coded into the
ASDL mean-line code, and solved numerically in NPSS.
In addition to the velocity triangle system of equations, a loss model needs to be incorporated
into a mean-line model. The Koch and Smith (Koch C. S., 1976) and Wright and Miller (Wright,
1991) loss models are documented below in a brief summary.
Koch and Smith Loss Model
The Koch and Smith loss model, developed in 1976, is one of the most common models. It is
only meant to calculate the design point efficiency, and losses from off design operation are not
considered. It uses as much boundary layer theory as appropriate, to minimize the sole reliance
on empirical data. The three sources of loss considered are profile loss, shock loss, and endwall
loss. These sources are illustrated in Figure 37 below.

Figure 37: Illustration of Loss Sources in an Axial Flow Compressor

Profile loss, as seen in the far left blade of Figure 37, is due to surface diffusion and trailing edge
thickness. Shock losses are due to the transonic and supersonic behavior of the shocks within
the compressor passage, and are often extremely complex to model accurately. Endwall losses
are a consequence of the blade’s finite length, where corner vortices and tip clearance flows
decrease the efficiency of the blade. A fourth source of loss, part-span shrouds, is described by
Koch and Smith but will not be described in this report.
For profile loss, Koch and Smith ignore the curvature of individual blades, using compressible
boundary layer theory as the basis of the model. The report is described as extending the
“classical two-dimensional, low speed correlation of Lieblein”. (Koch C. S., 1976) The boundary
layer is assumed to be turbulent everywhere, as well as an adiabatic wall condition. The profile
losses are correlated to the diffusion ratio and the diffusion factor, which are seen in Equations
26 and 27.
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DR = v
DF =

vmax

[26]

trailing edge

vmax −vtrailing edge
vleading edge

[27]

Historically, a diffusion factor of greater than 0.6 has been indicative of stall, while a diffusion
factor of 0.45 is desirable.
Attributing shock loss to leading edge bluntness of the compressor blades and the shock
structure of the passage, Koch and Smith base their model off the General Electric work of D.C.
Prince. Koch and Smith’s approach to shock loss is not regarded as highly accurate, and they
admit this fact themselves in the report. However, since endwall and profile losses are of
greater importance in compressor design, this flaw is not critical and may be corrected later. A
literature review is currently in progress for a better shock loss model.
Lastly, Koch and Smith’s enwall loss model uses two parameters to compute the loss:
Displacement thickness and tangential force thickness. Displacement thickness is related to
mass flow reduction from the presence of the wall. Tangential force thickness is related to the
tangential force reduction on the blade due to the presence of the wall. The overall stage
efficiency with the wall present is related to the ideal efficiency for an infinite span blade, as a
function of displacement thickness, tangential force thickness, and blade height.
In summary, the Koch and Smith loss model is highly empirical, and does not analyze off design
mode. There is no deviation model since there is no off design, and the shock loss model needs
improvement. In addition, modern advances in compressor blading and operation may render
this model unsuitable for new compressors. A literature search is still in progress to determine
the optimal loss model for the Boeing mean-line model.
Wright and Miller Loss Model
The second loss model used in the current ASDL mean-line code is the Wright and Miller loss
model, reported in 1991. This model takes into account profile loss, endwall loss, Reynolds
number effects, shock loss, stall and choke correlations, annulus blockage, and off design
performance.
For profile loss, Wright and Miller again use the diffusion ratio, given at minimum loss
incidence. The diffusion ratio, according to Wright and Miller, is a function of inlet and exit
blade velocities, tip to chord ratio, and blade spacing. Endwall loss is given as a function of
blade height, boundary layer momentum thickness, chord length and flow velocities. Reynolds
number correlations for the most part follow the empirical relations defined by Koch and Smith.
Choke and stall prediction follow a throat area calculation, and predict the angle of minimum
loss incidence. For deviation, a modified version of Carter’s Rule is used for deviation as a
function of camber angle, blade spacing, chord, and axial velocities.
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In summary, the Wright and Miller loss model is also highly empirical, but incorporates off
design mode where Koch and Smith does not. All loss models can be confusing and
contradictory in notation, highly empirical, and more or less effective for different compressors.
However, they are the best way to predict compressor phenomena at this level of fidelity.

Current ASDL Mean-line Model

The ASDL mean-line NPSS model is also based off of a single-element-per-stage type of
structure. Each stage has a loss model element, velocity triangle element, and an overall stage
element that wraps the two together and connects the stages to one another. A flowchart of
the NPSS code is shown in Figure 36.
This code is by no means mature, but it is a good starting point for the Boeing mean-line code.
As stated before, both the Koch and Smith and Wright and Miller loss models are implemented.
The Koch and Smith model is well documented and traceable, while more documentation is
needed for the Wright and Miller model. Both loss models were verified with a STOL Fan model
and the 74A five stage transonic core compressor, with typically the Wright and Miller achieving
a better accuracy. The Wright and Miller model predicted experimental efficiencies within 1%
for each compressor, while the Koch and Smith model was within 8% for each. Ward, the
master’s student who designed the ASDL model comments on the over-prediction by Koch and
Smith, saying,
“The large discrepancy between the efficiency predicted by the Koch and Smith model and the reset
configuration is due to a large endwall loss prediction... it is possible that the discrepancy is due to
technological improvements in compressor design from the time of the Koch and Smith. “ (Ward, 2008)

From the above description, it is clear that while the ASDL mean-line code is functional and
reasonably accurate in its predictions, there is more work needed to bring it up to speed.
It is beneficial at this point to document the current inputs to the ASDL mean-line code, to
ensure that Boeing and ASDL are assuming the same availability of input parameters. The
variables listed in Table 7 are a working list of the inputs required for good performance
predictions in the ASDL NPSS mean-line code.
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Table 7: Current Inputs Required for ASDL Mean-line Code

As it can be seen in Table 7, many variables are initial guesses for the solver to converge on a
velocity triangle solution. In addition, several parameters (like the empirical constants at the
end of the table) may be used just for calibration. Dialogue with Boeing is needed to confirm
exactly what inputs are available or desired to a mean-line model. It is also possible that the
WATE++ module in the NPSS engine model can provide a reasonable enough estimate of many
of these parameters, and others may be estimated from what is typical for a modern
compressor.
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Motivation for Transient Assessment of Operability

The objective of the research is to employ ASDL's compressor mean-line research and
experience in engine system-level modeling and investigate potential operability and
performance impact on the compressor from varying bleeds or horsepower extraction
demands. In order to accomplish this objective, a compressor mean-line analysis must be
integrated with an engine cycle analysis then extended to the time domain to examine the
dynamic response at both the component and engine level. Critical to understanding engine
operability in the presence of changes in extraction or bleeds is to capture the transient
response of the system to changes in load. Minimum operability may occur during a transient
and making assessments only based on steady-state analysis more over estimate the amount of
available stall margin.

Notional Model and Load Signal

To demonstrate the motivation for transient analysis, the turbofan model provided with NPSS
was used. This model represents a generic separate flow turbofan. Also contained in this model
is a generic engine fuel controller. The fuel controller is a proportional controller which
regulates fuel flow to match a demanded fan speed (which is a function of throttle position)
with limits for high T4 and fan speed. The only changes made to the model supplied by NPSS
were lowering the gain of the controller to get stable response and using compressor maps of
known shapes for plotting operating maps. The gain was arbitrarily changed to get stable
response with no consideration taken for sizing the gain to match an expected response time.
Future work should take in developing a more realistic control gain to enable a more
representative engine response. However, for the purposes of demonstration, this simple
control works.
The model was run in transient mode at a fixed throttle position. Five seconds into the
transient, a 1,250 hp extraction was added to the HP shaft. Figure 38 shows the horsepower
extraction input signal. Since the throttle position was fixed, this signal appears as an external
disturbance and the engine will take a few seconds to settle to a new steady-state operating
condition.
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Figure 38: Notional Shaft Extraction Power

To understand the effect of the engine to this horsepower extraction, the operating line shows
an excursion of the fan, low pressure compressor (LPC), and high pressure compressor (HPC).
The x-axis of the operating line is the corrected mass flow of the representative compressor.
The y-axis is the pressure ratio. There are lines of constant corrected speed as well as constant
efficiency. These plots give a good representation of the operability of each compressor and
show when the stall margin is at a minimum.

Compressor Operating Line Response to Load Excursion

The next three figures show the fan, LPC, and HPC operating lines when experiencing an HP
shaft load excursion. The fan and HPC operating line excursions will be explained first because
both operating line responses are fairly independent of other components. The LPC response,
on the other hand, is highly dependent on both the fan and HPC response and will be discussed
last.
Figure 39 below shows the fan operating line when the engine experiences the load excursion.
Since the engine is controlling to a demanded fan speed, the starting and ending point of the
fan are at virtually the same place. During the transient excursion, the fan initially slows down,
however, the path of the transient stays fairly close to the steady-state operating line and with
minimal reduction in stall margin.
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Figure 39: Fan Operating Line

Figure 40 shows the HPC operating line when the engine experiences the load excursion. It is
immediately obvious that opposed to the fan, the HPC is much more sensitive to the load
excursion than the fan. When the load is initially applied the HP shaft speed drops immediately
which lowers the mass flow the HPC can pull. This lowers the stall margin but does not cause
the HPC to stall. As the HPC moves towards steady-state, extra work is required by the HPC to
overcome the extracted load, which leads the HPC to operate at higher pressure ratios, thus
reducing the stall margin. During this period the HPC stalls as shown by the arrow on Figure 40.
When the HPC reaches steady-state, the stall margin is lower than the initial operating
condition but larger than the minimum stall margin during the transient excursion.
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Figure 40: HPC Operating Line

Figure 41 shows the LPC operating line when the engine experiences the load excursion. It is
immediately obvious that opposed to the fan, the LPC is much more sensitive to the load
excursion than the HPC. When the load is initially applied the HP shaft speed drops immediately
which lowers the mass flow the HPC can pull. However, the LP shaft doesn’t change
immediately. This causes the LPC to operate at a higher pressure ratio to reduce mass flow of
the LPC to match the lower mass flow of the HPC. The increase in pressure ratio causes an
immediate reduction in LPC stall margin but does not cause the LPC to stall. Once the fan starts
decelerating, the LPC moves to lower speeds. Since the LPC is already operating at lower stall
margins, this excursion is what causes the LPC to stall at the point noted on Figure 41. As both
the fan and HPC accelerate, the LPC moves back to a steady-state operating point but with a
much lower stall margin. The stall margin is reduced because the HPC steady-state operating
condition is at a lower speed and lower mass flow which requires the LPC to operate at a higher
pressure ratio. As with the HPC, the final steady-state stall margin of the LPC is greater than the
minimum stall margin during the transient.
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Figure 41: LPC Operating Line

Although both the model and control were simple, this example demonstrated that the
minimum stall margin or operability may occur during the transient excursion and thus the
transient response of the engine needs to be accounted for when assessing the maximum
amount of load which can be extracted from an engine. The next section will discuss the engine
dynamics present in typical commercial engines and how they can be modeled in NPSS to
capture representative engine response.

Transient Modeling in NPSS

Transient models of commercial engines are primarily used to understand the thrust response
of the engine to changes in throttle position. To accurately model thrust response, two general
dynamics need to be accounted for. The first is the rotor inertia which captures the change in
shaft speed with torques applied to the shaft. The second is thermal mass, which capture the
heat transfer from the gas path to the metal structure of the engine. Other dynamics such as
sensor and actuator lag are often faster than these dynamics and are often neglected. Since
most volumes are relatively small, the unsteady mass, momentum, and energy conservation
can be neglected as well. Other dynamics that may be present as well include metal
expansion/contraction as well as fuel lag. However, in simple parametric models, these effects
are often neglected too. Thus for the purposes of developing a parametric transient engine
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model of a commercial engine, the next section will discuss the equations used to model the
rotor inertia and thermal mass dynamics as well how these dynamics are implemented into
NPSS.

Rotor Inertia

As shown in Equation 28, the rotor inertia dynamic relates rate of change of shaft speed to the
net torque applied to the shaft. A torque may be applied to the shaft as is down in a turbine;
whereas a compressor extracts torque for the shaft. A horsepower load may also act as either a
torque applied or extracted from a shaft. The rate of change of the shaft speed is inversely
proportional to the rotor moment of inertia. Thus the larger the moment of inertia the slower
the shaft accelerates.
δN ∑ Torquein − ∑ Torqueout
=
δt
J

[28]

Modeling Rotor Inertia in NPSS
By default all NPSS shaft elements have the ability to simulate shaft dynamics using an
“integrator” element to estimate the rate of change of shaft speed. Figure 42 below shows how
a shaft element is set up to simulate the rotor dynamics were the user must input a value of
“inertia”. The units on inertia are slug-ft2.

Element Shaft HP_Shaft {
ShaftInputPort HPC, HPT;
HPX = 100.0;
Nmech=10000;
inertia = 15;
}
Element Shaft LP_Shaft {
ShaftInputPort FAN, LPC, LPT;
Nmech=2450;
fracLoss=0.0;
inertia = 10;
}
Figure 42: Rotor Inertia Dynamics Setup in NPSS

Rotor Inertia estimation from WATE
WATE++ can be used to directly estimate the rotor moment of inertia. For each row of each
turbine or compressor, WATE estimates the inertia to both the disk and blades. A shaft element
sums up the inertia of all the components attached to it. The disc inertia is estimated assuming
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a thin disc. The blade inertia is estimated assuming rectangular blade shape and using the
parallel axis theorem. Figure 43 below shows the output from a WATE run with an estimation of
the HP shaft rotor inertia. The units of inertia in WATE are lbm-in2.


====================================================



WATEhpShaft



====================================================

WATEa.WATE_HP_Shaft




SHAFT INFORMATION



__________________________________________________________________________________




material max torque outer diam. inner diam.
custom

2.30

4.86

4.71

length

DN

bearing weight spool inertia

16.16

1.82

9.69

24351.

Figure 43: WATE Shaft Output with Inertia

Thermal Mass

As mentioned earlier, the thermal mass dynamics capture the rate of heat exchanged between
the gas path and the actual hardware. The temperature of the surrounding hardware changes
as heat is transferred either to or from the gas path. The rate of change of the hardware metal
temperature is proportional to the rate of heat transfer and inversely proportional to the mass
of the metal. This relationship is shown is Equation 29. The rate of heat transfer is proportional
to the difference between the gas path temperature and metal temperature as well as the
convection coefficient, and heat transfer area. This relationship is shown in Equation 30.
δTm
Q̇
=
δt
mcp

[29]

Q̇ = hA(Tg − Tm )

[30]

Modeling Thermal Mass in NPSS
As opposed to rotor inertia, almost all NPSS elements can be used to simulate a thermal mass.
Each element (whether a turbine, compressor, or duct) can have a “ThermalMass” subelement
added. The subelement passes the amount of heat to the parent element which adjusts the
outlet enthalpy of the gas path. There are two different approaches for estimating the amount
of heat transfer from a thermal mass and both will be discussed in the next section.
Direct Solving Approach
The first approach for estimating the thermal mass uses Equations 29 and 30 directly to
estimate the change in metal temperature. To do this the user must enter a design heat
transfer coefficient, a thermal mass, material specific heat, and the heat transfer area. Figure
44 below shows how the direct approach for thermal mass heat transfer is setup in a NPSS
element.
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Element Turbine HPT {
#include <HPT.map>
Subelement ThermalMass S_Qhx {
ChxDes = 0.795;
massMat = 2450.24;
CpMat = 0.106045;
Ahx = 15;
}
}
Figure 44: Thermal Mass Dynamics Setup in NPSS – Direct Approach

Time Constant Approach
An alternative approach is to substitute Equation 30 into Equation 29 and solve for the metal
temperature. Equation 31 is the result of solving the differential equation where the metal
temperature at any time is an exponential decay from an initial difference between the metal
and gas temperatures. The time constant with which the temperature decays is shown in
Equation 32. The numerator of the time constant is the thermal mass and specific heat while
the denominator is the convection coefficient and heat transfer area.
−τ

∆T = ∆T0 e dt

[31]

τ=

[32]

mCp
hA

Figure 45 below shows how the time constant approach is implemented in NPSS. The switch
switchLagIn has to have the value “CONTROLCHAR”. The user has to input a heat transfer
coefficient, metal specific heat, and heat transfer time constant. The heat transfer area and
thermal mass can then be estimated from these inputs.
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Element Turbine HPT {
#include <HPT.map>
Subelement ThermalMass S_Qhx {
ChxDes = 0.795;
switchLagIn ="CONTROLCHAR";
CpMat = 0.106045;
tau = 10;
}
}
Figure 45: Thermal Mass Dynamics Setup in NPSS – Time Constant Approach

Thermal Mass Estimation
Thermal masses can be added to all compressor elements such as the fan, LPC, and HPC.
However, since the temperature differences between the gas and metal in the fan are small,
the thermal mass in this element may be neglected. All turbine elements such as the HPT and
LPT usually have a thermal mass. The burner is usually the only stationary component that has a
thermal mass. However any element with a large mass that is exposed to relatively hot gas may
need a thermal mass. The compressor and turbine blades can be broken down further into
casing, blade, and disk platform thermal masses. This type of breakdown provides the
foundation for simulating varying component clearances. However, this would require the
creation of additional turbine and compressor elements so multiple heat transfer thermal
masses can be passed into the parent element.
Unlike the rotor inertia, the geometry values needed to estimate the thermal mass cannot be
directly estimated WATE. However, WATE can be used to make ballpark estimates of both the
thermal mass and heat transfer areas. A crude flat plate convection model can be used to
estimate the heat transfer coefficient at design conditions. The time constant can be estimated
using open literature. All these numbers can be tuned to match data. The direct approach lacks
intuitive nature whereas the time constant approach provides some intuition as what the value
“should” be and is the preferred approach.

Control Simulation

To simulate a more realistic transient model, a more representative engine controller needs to
be developed and integrated. The most realistic control architecture would involve linking a
transient engine model with a Simulink based controller. Although, there is a DLL which enables
directly integrating a transient engine model with Simulink, this task may be longer term in
nature. A more short term approach would be to develop a custom NPSS element which mimics
a traditional PI controller. This element can use NPSS integrator to simulate the integral portion
of the PI controller. Multiple elements can be defined which would represent the limit
controllers. A supervisor element can be placed afterwards to select the appropriate fuel term.
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Transient Modeling Timeline

Figure 46 below outlines the transient modeling tasks for 2013. In Task 3.2, the first task is
extending the steady state model developed in Task 1.1 into a transient model by defining the
relevant dynamics which were outlined earlier. In parallel in Task 3.3, the simple fuel control
element development will start. At the end of the year, a parametric transient model with
simple control will have been developed with the appropriate studies to verify performance.
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2013

2014

Task 1.1

Task 3.1 Transient Model Planning
Deliver
Define dynamics and
Tuning parameters Detailed Transient
Modeling Plan

Task 1.3

Task 3.3

Task 3.2 Parametric Transient Model Building
Model relevant dynamics
Deliver detailed Perform relevant
Model relevant
transient
transient studies
calibration factors
calibration
Deliver final report
process

Task 3.3

Build Representative Control

Define appropriate
control architecture

Construct NPSS
control elements

Develop parametric
Perform relevant
control sizing platform
transient studies
Define appropriate
Link control and
control architecture
engine platforms
For parametric sizing

Deliver control

Figure 46: Parametric Transient Modeling Timeline

Conclusions

This report has documented the current work performed by ASDL for Boeing in 2012 regarding
the improvement of the fidelity in NPSS compressor modeling. Both parametric and calibration
engine models were delivered to Boeing in NPSS, along with user documentation. Along with
these research efforts, additional focus was given to stage stack and mean-line analysis.
Beginning with a stage stacking approach in September 2012, the project was redirected to
focus on the faster delivery of a mean-line model. By December 2012, several weeks of
literature review on mean-line analysis had been conducted, in addition to the review of a
previously created ASDL mean-line NPSS code. While this code still needs modification, it
provides an excellent starting point for a mean-line analysis. Future work may include
integration of this code into the NPSS engine model for Boeing, development of the transient
model, and the addition of further improvements, verification, and documentation of this code.
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